




study, or by telephone. They were further given the option to receive

the sampling kit either by regular mail or by fetching it personally from

the screening laboratory. The self-sampling kit consisted of the

Aptima Multitest sampling kit (Hologic, Inc, Marlborough, MA)

together with general information on screening, illustrated sampling

instructions, and a preliminary information form for recording previ-

ous screening results and possible symptoms (in Finnish, Swedish and

English). The women had the option to mail the self-taken vaginal

sample to the screening laboratory in a prepaid envelope, or to bring

it personally to laboratory.

A contact telephone number of the study nurse and a link to a web-

based survey form were provided for further information and feedback.

2.2 | HPV testing and genotyping

At the time of the study, none of the commercially available HPV

assays had been validated for self-sampling by the assay manufac-

turer. Self-samples were collected in Multitest sampling vials

according to the assay manufacturer's recommendation and tested by

the Aptima HPV mRNA assay (AHPV; Hologic, Inc, Marlborough, MA).

The Aptima assay gives either“positive,” “ negative” or “ invalid”

result. All initially invalid samples were retested and, if needed, tested

once more after dilution as recommended by the manufacturer. We

report an “ invalid” result for samples where the analytical output from

the Aptima assay remained invalid even after two retesting rounds.

No leaking or insufficient sample quantity was observed.

HPV testing was performed at the Department of Virology, Diag-

nostic Center of the Helsinki University Hospital, in the Panther

instrument (Hologic) similarly to diagnostic Aptima HPV samples. Ini-

tially, a considerable proportion of the samples were found invalid in

HPV testing. Similar problems had emerged at the Skåne Labmedicin

laboratory in Lund, Sweden, where a protocol of heating the samples

at + 90� C for 1 hour before testing, had consequently been estab-

lished and the rate of invalid samples had dropped to acceptable

levels.11 This approach was applied to all self-samples in our study

as well.

Aptima runs were performed in a dedicated laboratory space,

where no other laboratory procedures take place. In each Aptima

assay run, positive and negative calibrators are run in triplicate, and

positive and negative controls on single tubes. To monitor the hybridi-

zation, amplification and identification steps of the assay, each sample

is spiked with an internal control during the assay. The laboratory par-

ticipates in four external quality assessment rounds from two differ-

ent providers annually.

All adequate HPV positive samples were further subjected to par-

tial genotyping at the Department of Virology using the Aptima HPV

Genotyping Assay (AHPVgt), which provides partial genotyping for

HPV 16 (HPV 16) and HPV 18 or HPV 45 (HPV 18/45) and a pooled

result for the other 11 hrHPV types covered by AHPV. AHPV positive

samples were further subjected to extended genotyping using a

method based on PCR amplification and Luminex detection (LHPVgt)

at Karolinska Hospital, Sweden. The LHPV assay covers HPV geno-

types 6, 11, 16, 18, 26, 30, 31, 33, 35, 39, 40, 42, 43, 45, 51, 52,

53, 54, 56, 58, 59, 61, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 73, 74, 81, 82, 83, 86, 87,

89, 90 and 91.12,13

2.3 | Follow-up of women with a positive HPV test
result from a self-taken sample

After a negative AHPV test result women at any age were informed

of a normal screening result. All AHPV positive women were invited

to conventional cytology triage: those below 35 years of age to the

screening laboratory, and women aged 35 years or older to the

Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology of Helsinki University

Hospital. The criteria for colposcopy referral in cytology triage were

low-grade squamous intraepithelial lesion or more severe squamous

finding (� LSIL), atypical glandular cells favor neoplastic (AGC-FN) or

atypical glandular cells not otherwise specified (AGC-NOS) on the

pathologist's recommendation. AHPV positivity with normal cytology,

atypical squamous cells of undetermined significance (ASC-US) or
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